The 
Introduction
Web service concepts already promise to hold a massive potential for distributed computing and application integration, however to reach up to the complete vision of Web services is still a long-term issue. Today many Web service examples have APIcentric features and demonstrate client-server like communication operations, whereas B2C Web services across enterprises are not commonplace. Currently many companies prefer to deploy internal Web services and hesitate in adopting them for cross-organizational applications outside corporate firewalls before standardized security roadmaps have been set. There are several issues, which are agreed upon, to be in need of immediate improvements for enterprise-robust Web services [1] : Security/Privacy, Messaging/Routing, Quality-of-Service (QoS)/Reliability, Business Processes and Transactions, Management, Performance, Interoperability.
Furthermore vendor-specific incompatible solutions might arise due to the increasing number of non-standardized specifications in some fields of Web services. These shortcomings are chief barriers to widespread external usage. In our belief, the real impact of web services can only be measured when large deployment of this emerging technology takes place. Until then, for a so-called warm-up, making use of principal standards such as SOAP, WSDL, XML is the most advisable approach. For that reason, we have worked on typical financial use cases to produce experimental Web service scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 consists of brief information about Web services, the motivation of our research and distributed computing in the Finance sector. Section 2 deals with a sample Web service for a financial use case and our observations. In section 3, we place our use case into an outsourcing solution and list the challenges that occur when Web services are integrated into much more sophisticated environment settings. At the end, conclusions and final remarks of our studies can be found.
Web Services in the Finance Industry
Financial institutions offer a variety of services and follow leading trends in IT technology. As financial service processes vary in duration and significance, it is possible to create a diverse range of usage scenarios based on such services and identify the current state of Web service adoption. Some financial services include instant services that use real time data, whereas others are made up of long-running transactions, enterprise business processes within the organizational workflow. It is also expected that financial services will lead the way for externally deployed Web Services [3] , so that more sophisticated business needs can also be analyzed.
Many banks keep in track with the latest technology to provide a diversity of new services and products to various customer groups, such as Internet banking, credit card products, ATM services, phone banking, call center services, etc. Multi-channel services, new products offerings or ever-changing business operations require flexible and interoperable system architectures or steady support for routine reorganization of IT infrastructure, where the latter choice is not preferable in the competitive financial market. Most companies already use the Internet to deliver their services and products online and utilize Internet standards, such as TCP/IP, HTTP, HTML, XML, J2EE, .Net -the building blocks and principal players of Web services. Therefore a shift towards Web service methodologies is not a decision that gives rise to massive changes in the technological architecture of such a company. Web services provide several bridging and integration techniques for designing and implementing loosely coupled and compatible applications on distributed software domains. In case of multi-channel financial services, platform-independent web services can reduce deployment and development time and cost by a reasonable extent Moreover, client back-end operation and presentation logic can be customized for each channel separately and independent of the Web service's implementation.
Financial Service -Use Case
The motive throughout the study was to identify the challenges of Web services adoption for real business use cases in a distributed computing environment. Therefore first a typical banking application with distributed computing features has been selected to produce an experimental Web service scenario and solution. The overall scenario of the sample financial service includes an enterprise that wants to implement a business application for processing credit card purchase orders online using a set of Web Services. The purpose is to simplify implementation and provide a "plug-in" service that enables service requestors (merchants) to increase the functionality of their systems with minimal systematic changes.
The actual application architecture transfers data in special format XML-files. The principal drawback of the original application is the extensive use of XMLparsing performed, which can become a significant performance penalty. Moreover, the application interface is not applicable for complete reusability across internal and external services without any customizations.
The plan is to wrap the online credit card validation and real-time payment authorization service with Web service features. A wide range of products automating Web service standards coding exist. Based on the sample scenario, an authorization request, sent directly by a merchant to the bank, contains specific parameters such as terminal-id, transaction-amount, card-number etc. A brief overview of scenario steps is made in the lines:
A merchant with a virtual POS installation, which communicates via HTTPS, sends an authorization request message to the Payment-Authorization Web service using SOAP. After the Payment Authorization Web service has been invoked, field-level control checking is performed.
According to the card-type (international, domestic, on-us), authorization requests are processed. The response for an authorization request is returned through the Payment-Authorization Web service. The merchant displays, prints or logs the authorization response information as needed.
The new Payment-Authorization Web service is selfdescribing. It can easily be integrated with internal applications that handle authorization requests from branches or mobile payment applications, without the development of several client interfaces for varying service calls. The client application's presentation logic is not dependent on the authorization Web service. Due to security considerations, merchant and bank communication is established through HTTPS. A further security aspect is the control of clients' IP addresses during Web service invocation. The current experimental system architecture does only permit access to On-Us merchants for the PaymentAuthorization Web service by using static IP addresses.
Extended Financial Service
In general, the payment processing service could be considered as a basic financial operation based on a request response mechanism, thus resembling initial Web service examples. Yet the sample application exists within a dynamic computing infrastructure and is a real-time process, which has to be completed within seconds (max. 1-2 seconds). In addition, it is a mission-critical application as it directly triggers accounting programs and reports authorization results and response times. Conclusively, the authorization application requires full system integration for any kind of programmatic changes. But to picture the interaction of multiple services in a distributed system, an advanced financial scenario, which deals with "ATM Networks", has been established.
There is a trend towards outsourced ATM-networks [7] . Certain firms provide ATM services to multiple banks based on special fee-payments. Besides Web services, other application integration techniques can be taken into consideration for this project. But the ATM network idea is a profound use case to go through Web service transformation and its challenges on a step-by-step basis.
Advantages of Web Service Usage in the "ATM Network "
In general terms, standardized application interfaces and reusability are the most distinctive features offered through Web service usage in our ATM network scenario. The 3rd party ATMs do not differ according to varying bank host architectures. Formats for transactions, functions, etc. can be retrieved dynamically from each host. Operational changes such as transaction order or sequential organization are performed on the host side. Only local HTML changes take place client side. Certainly, such a solution promotes a host and dummy-client architecture, which can simplify integration of alternative distribution channels, such as kiosks, mobile banking, Internet banking, etc. If joint page design is applicable, despite differing monitor sizes of a PC, mobile phone or ATM, customers might use the same visual interfaces for financial operations. The WSDL document forms the basis for such a dynamic and self-descriptive integration structure; changes are reflected in the description file so that only accessing the web service definition is required to start rapid adaptation. If the ATM network provider decides to serve another bank, the ATM only gets information about a new WSDL document and its location.
Web-enabled ATMs make extensive use of Internet standards such as HTML. The key benefits are simplified and user-friendly client interfaces, development simplicity and cost reduction, interactive screen support, multimedia and plug-in support.
Interactive multimedia interfaces offer a wide range of advertisement opportunities that attract more customers; an ATM idle loop is suitable for advertisement display. Furthermore, HTML pages can be stored on a Web server and dynamically retrieved. Such remote page access is simple, fast and cost efficient. As a result, local page storage on ATMs is done at startup and is repeated only if updates took place on the server side. There are already some solution offerings on the market [7] , which provide functions like card-reader, cashdeposit functions etc. as ActiveX objects.
Specific Considerations
Fundamental drawbacks that were identified during the ATM network study are related with security, performance, business processes and cost.
Producing initial ATM passwords for host communication is a general problem. 
Final Remarks
A starting point for web service adoption could be to make overall analysis of service-oriented and processcentric architecture concepts, before diving into the ocean of Web services standards without any insight. While industry-wide standardization efforts continue, companies, who plan to utilize Web service standards, should spend this time on creating custom-roadmaps for their Web services software development life-cycle. Aside from specialized feature requirements or standardization activities, there are only a few real business scenarios and implementations for specifying best-of-breed adoption methods and potential Web service benefits. Even our basic financial application that appeared to need a straightforward Web service enablement operation, demonstrated unexpected development considerations. Certainly a detailed integration plan would have accelerated the development phase. Except for early Web service adopters, many companies start with low-value internal Web service implementations. The extended financial use case provides a realistic picture of where we stand today with Web service business practices. Thus we believe that moving to mission-critical applications can only be safely taken into consideration, when higherlevel Web service standards have matured and widespread usage of emerging Web services technology takes place.
